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Inteoirated Services Digital Network (ISDN) equipments are rapidly becoming a maior >arket for semiconductor chips. Although at first glance this growinq market appears to be geared at logic chips, nonvolatile memories represent important support chips and wil'1 become a significant se]ment of this market. Challennes in these applications consist in operating EEPRO1s at lower voltages and lower power and eilibedding them on ever more complex communications processor chips. 
SUBJECT TERMS
ISDN STANDARDS
Basic Rate ISDN, sometimes also referred to as Narrowband TSPN, is structured in the 2B+D format (2 64-kbps voice or data channels and I 16-kbps data channel for signaling, packet and telemetry information).
ISDN is based upon synchronous fixed channel techniques for twisted wire pairs.
The B-Channels represent user -information channels and provide simultaneous transmission for speech, data, text, and FAX.
The D-channel provides a high performance signaling channel separate from the user information channels.
According to recommendations, adopted at the IXth CCiTT Plenary Assembly, 14-25 November 1988 in Melbourne, Australia: in normal active mode, an ISDN terminal may not use more than one watt of power. In deactivated operation in the normal mode, the terminal may not use more than 100 mW. In the restricted mode (emergency or when no other source of power is available), CCITTs 1.430 document requires that one designated terminal must be available and must not use more than 380 mW when activated, and only 25 mW when deactivated.
In ISDN equipments, this requirement favors the use of nonvolatile semiconductor memories, such as EPROMs or EEPROMs which store information without power dissipation; and, in particular, those types that can be read, erased and programmed at minimum power levels.
This includes memories which are embedded on microcontrollers.
STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION
In most countries, the introduction of ISDN is application driven, rather than technology driven. One of the most popular applications is Automatic Number Identification (ANI), using ISDN E-channels. Other applications are: terminal to terminal communications, file sharing, and Local Area Network (LAN-to-LAN) 
Japan
In Japan, NTT is aggressively converting the system to a digital network with a goal of 1995 for national coverage, and completion of a national digital network by the year 2000.
Trans-Continental
The establishment of fiber optic cables across the Atlantic and Pacific has made it possible to establish intercontinental ISDN among the U.S., Japan and the United Kingdom.
Military
In Europe, NATO has developed the concept to adapt commercial ISDN for military purposes in what is called 'NATO ISDN' or NISDN. This network will provide services to national military and civilian subnetworks, as well as specific NATO resources.
ISDN CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS AND EQUIPMENTS
ISDN equipments fall roughly into two categories: terminal adapters that permit connecting existing equipments to ISDN networks and complete ISDN equipments such as digital telephones.
By matching data and text to the ISDN interface, thereby completely replacing modems, ISDN terminal adapters are needed only for a transition period to avoid making existing non-ISDN equipment obsolete.
PCs can be made to serve as ISDN terminals through an ISDN interface card.
Such boards are inserted into an expansion slot of the PC and allowed to receive data at all times even when another task is in progress.
ISDN boards are usually microprocessor-based, contain nonvolatile memories on-chip or off-chip and are designed to handle both analog and digital signals with mixed signal VLSI parts. Through ISDN, PC users can access and share files or printers located on other PCs in much the same way as if they were connected via traditional LANs.
At the heart of ISDN's growth will be the ISDN workstation, which consists of: For example, the Hitachi HN29C101 1Mb Flash EEPROM has been designed for self-dialing. AT&T uses EPROM chips on the control cards to retain programming instructions in PBXs. Similarly, the Prodigy PBX installed by Moorgate Funding Ltd of Las Vegas consists of a digital telephone switch which stores the entire operating system in ROM, but has the system configuration information stored in easily updated EPROM. On the other hana, the Harris D1200 Series digital PBX which previously used an EPROM based system configuration capability has now been redesigned for a SEEQ 52B13 EEPROM CHIP.
CHALLENGES FOR EEPROM DESIGNERS
Some of the challenges for EEPROM designers in the ISDN environment include:
1. Integrating EEPROM on high density communications controller chips.
2. Since CCITT power specifications allow ISDN terminaln to be powered front the telephone line, this, as well as portability, demands a new generation of nunvolati2e memories and circuitry that operates at 3 V and very low power.
(Note: Present ASCII specifications call for a pk-pk input signal voltage for telephone transmission lines of only 4 volts.) NEC has started marketing the fPD75048, a 4-bit microcontroller with built-in 4-kbit EEPROM which can operate at as low as 2.7 V, and is designed for telephone equipment.
IMPLICATION FOR FUTURE WIDE-BAND ISDN
In addition to Basic Rate ISDN, standards have been developed for Primary Rate ISDN, which offers wider bandwidth.
In North America and Japan, the PRI circuit has 23 B channels (23B+D), in Europe and the rest of the world 30 (30B+D) channels. In PRI, both the B and D Channels have a capacity of 64 kbps.
Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) , as projected now, differs from Narrowband ISDN in that it provides dynamically configurable channels or packets at rates up to 150 Mbps transmitted via an optical interface.
Additional interface rates up to 600 Mbps or higher are also being discussed.
Although much of the control circuitry for this equipment will require GaAs or BiCMOS devices, nonvolatile storage devices are still required for some support functions.
SIZE OF ISDN CHIP MARKET
Estimates of the size of the ISDN equipment market vary greatly between forecasters, reflecting uncertainty in consumer acceptance of these devices.
The Internationally, the anticipated market for network facilities and terminals is significant. By 1996, the market will be dominated by Europe, which will hold 51.4% of the market, followed by the U.S. with 38.5% and the rest of the world with 10.1% of global demand.
In Japan, NTT plans to invest Y500 Bil ($4 Bil) annually for 11 years. If ISDN is extended to all telephone users in Japan, the demand for terminals would be Y12.5 Trillion (or $100 Bil).
Much of the cost of ISDN terminals is in the cost of ISDN chips. According to In-Stat, total North American and European Sales in ISDN chips will increase to $661 Mil by 1992 and $3 Bil by 1995. The share of EPROM and EEPROM chips, including embedded memory on microcontrollers and digital signal processors, may be estimated at 15% and thus result in North American and European sales growth from $100 Mil in 1992 to $450 Mil in 1995.
The significance of the telecommunications market for chip manufacturers is already evident. For example, Philips reports that 30 to 40% of their Flash EEPROM customers are telecommunications companies.
To meet the growing demand in ISDN chips, strategic alliances have been formed among manufacturers to strengthen their position. These include: National Semiconductor and SGS Thomson, AMD and Siemens, Motorola and Northern Telecom, Inc. CONCLUSIONS ISDN equipments are rapidly becoming a major market for semiconductor chips.
Although this growing market at first glance appears to be geared at logic chips, nonvolatile memories represent important support chips and will become a significant segment of this market.
Challenges in these applications consist in operating EEPROMs at lower voltages and lower power and embedding them on ever more complex communications processor chips. 
